3form to Launch Interactive Office Showroom at NeoCon 2019
The company’s latest NeoCon showroom will reimagine the modern workplace.
Salt Lake City, UT - This June, award-winning materials manufacturer, 3form, will launch their
annual showroom remodel at theMART during NeoCon.
As the popularity of co-working offices and other collaborative spaces continues to grow,
designers have an increasing need for intelligent, forward-thinking solutions that address privacy,
noise and space planning issues. This year, 3form continues to build upon their Intelligent Materials
platform for creating Performance Environments. Through an innovative use of partitions, acoustics
and materials, the redesigned showroom comes to life in the form of a modern office space.

Divy Mobile
3form has enhanced their award-winning Divy collection with Divy Mobile; a customizable
multi-functional product that serves as a tackable room partition, acoustic panel and writeable
working surface. The new product has an NRC rating of 0.75 and tames a room’s horizontal sound
dispersion with the absorptive properties of felt and the diffusive properties of patterned and
textured surfaces. And with 3form’s Varia in a writeable finish, a magnetic surface and an
accessories shelf, Divy Mobile prioritizes teamwork and collaboration without sacrificing design.

Hush Blocks
3form is extending their Hush Blocks collection with five new shapes and additional sizes. The
modular acoustic solution has an NRC rating of .80 and now includes six sound absorbing shapes
with endless composition options. Hush Blocks add color and texture while reducing noise in
offices, lecture halls, conference rooms and other collaborative spaces.

ILTUO
ILTUO combines 3form’s expertise on partitions, acoustics and materials. The system brings all
three of these features together as a room division system with options to incorporate 3form’s
highly customizable Varia Ecoresin material, as well as their acoustic Sola Felt.

Available in flexible layouts ranging from partitions to fully enclosed spaces, ILTUO promotes
productivity while reducing noise. And designers can use Varia’s writeable finish to turn ILTUO’s
interior or exterior surface into a collaboration tool. The solution also offers acoustic benefits with
sound dampening, tackable Hush Bars made from 3form’s Sola Felt.

About 3form
3form is a design-driven materials solutions company offering breakthrough sustainable products
that help bring projects to life. Our approach promotes craftsmanship, community, sustainability,
and respect for the environments where we work and live. Our product portfolio ranges from
simple materials to sophisticated solutions.
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